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Planar 17O NMR study of Pr yY1ÀyBa2Cu3O6¿x
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We report the planar17O NMR shift in Pr-substituted YBa2Cu3O61x , which atx51 exhibits a characteristic
pseudogap temperature dependence, confirming that Pr reduces the concentration of mobile holes in the CuO2

planes. Our estimate of the rate of this counterdoping effect, obtained by comparison with the shift in pure
samples with reduced oxygen content, is found insufficient to explain the observed reduction ofTc . From the
temperature-dependent magnetic broadening of the17O NMR we conclude that the Pr moment and the local
magnetic defect induced in the CuO2 planes produce a long-range spin polarization in the planes, which is
likely associated with the extra reduction ofTc . We find a qualitatively different behavior in the oxygen-
depleted PryY12yBa2Cu3O6.6, i.e., the suppression ofTc is nearly the same, but the magnetic broadening of the
17O NMR appears weaker. This difference may signal a weaker coupling of the Pr to the planes in the
underdoped compound, which might be linked with the larger Pr to CuO2 plane distance and correspondingly
weaker hybridization.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.66.024508 PACS number~s!: 74.62.Dh, 76.60.2k, 74.25.Ha
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among the isostructural rare-earth analogs of the w
studied high-Tc system YBa2Cu3O61x , only Pr/Y substitu-
tion suppresses superconductivity. The most widely acce
explanation of this effect is that it is due to counterdoping
the planes; i.e., the concentration of mobile holes in
planes is depleted, resulting in theinsulatingbehavior found
for y*0.6 ~e.g., Ref. 1!. Several proposals for the origin o
this counterdoping have been advanced; for example, the
lence of Pr may be larger than 31 ~e.g., Ref. 2!, the large
ionic radius of Pr31 may influence the chain-plane charg
transfer~similar to other large trivalent ions3!, or strong hy-
bridization of Pr with its neighboring planar oxygen ma
cause holes to be removed from the conduction band
localized4 or insulating-band5 states. X-ray and Cu NQR
experiments6 apparently rule out the first two possibilities.

Planar 17O NMR provides a sensitive probe of the sp
susceptibility (xs) of the CuO2 planes in the cuprate high-Tc
superconductors. In particular, in YBa2Cu3O61x , xs(T) has
been shown to be strongly dependent on the carrier con
~n! of the planes, especially nearTc optimal doping.7 In the
present work, we argue that determiningxs(T) provides
a measure of n in the normal state of
PryY12yBa2Cu3O7 (Pry :O7). Such a local measurement o
n, which is free of any influence of parasitic phases, qua
tatively constrains models of counterdoping. Furthermo
we find a Curie-like line broadening of the17O NMR, indi-
cating that the Pr ion is a magnetic perturbation which
duces a long-range oscillatory spin polarization respons
the CuO2 planes, as has been found for Ni and Zn in-pla
substitutions.8 This effect is somewhat analogous to t
RKKY oscillations found in conventional metals containin
0163-1829/2002/66~2!/024508~7!/$20.00 66 0245
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magnetic impurities. Such a perturbation may be respons
for the extra reduction ofTc , which is obtained after remov
ing the net counterdoping effect.

Finally, motivated by results from underdope
YBa2Cu3O61x with Zn and Ni as in-plane Cu substitution
which exhibit enhanced local magnetic effects andTc reduc-
tion relative to optimal doping,8 we have also studied deoxy
genated samples (Pry :O6.6). The results indicate that Pr in
duces a weaker magnetic perturbation and is therefore
coupled to the CuO2 planes in Pry :O6.6.

After detailing the samples and technical aspects of
measurement, we present the results for Pry :O7 then
Pry :O6.6. Then we discuss the data in relation to the resu
of other experiments.

II. SAMPLES

The powder samples were synthesized by conventio
high-temperature solid-state reaction of Pr6O11, Y2O3,
BaO2, and CuO as detailed in Ref. 9. This synthesis pro
dure reproducibly results in a family PryY12yBa2Cu3O7, of
compounds with monotonically decreasingTc(y).10 Pr is not
expected to affect the maximal oxygen uptake of the sam
significantly,11 and this was confirmed thermogravimetr
cally, i.e.,dx<0.008 fory50.2 relative toy50. The pres-
ence of Pr substituted on the Ba site can be detected
nuclear quadrupolar resonance~NQR! of the chain Cu as has
been established by intentional Pr/Ba substitution.12 The
chain NQR spectrum for samples synthetized by us with
same procedure, but with much larger Pr content, is the s
as that of pure YBa2Cu3O7, indicating that for our samples
Pr/Ba substitution isnegligible. The samples were isotopi
cally enriched by annealing in a17O2-enriched atmosphere
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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Subsequent deoxidization was accomplished by vacuum
nealing under thermogravimetric control. The samples w
aligned by suspension in Stycast 1266 epoxy cured in a 7
magnetic field. Alignment was checked using89Y NMR at
300 K. It was found that fory<0.1, the samples were we
aligned, but fory50.2, the powder did not completely align
However, systematic differences in the results due to imp
fect alignment are negligible in comparison to t
n-dependent contribution ofxs(T).13

III. NMR TECHNICAL ASPECTS

A. Experimental method

Conventional spin-echo NMR spectra of the central tr
sition of the plane oxygen@O~2,3!# were taken in the tem
perature range 80–350 K with the field aligned parallel to
c axis ~except as noted above!. The typical p/2-t-p se-
quence consisted of a;1 ms p/2 pulse and at of
;100 ms!T2. The contrast in spin-lattice relaxation rat
(T1

21) between the plane and apical O~4! oxygen sites was
exploited ~using fast repetition;50 ms) to eliminate con-
tamination from O~4!. Typical Fourier-transformed spectr
are illustrated in Fig. 1. From the raw spectra, the effect o
substitution is clearly to cause a temperature-dependent
and broadening of the resonance. As shown below,
temperature-dependent shift is very similar to deoxidiz
pure YBCO7. We analyze the frequency spectra by extra
ing the peak position and the linewidthDn defined as twice
the upper frequency half-width at half maximum. This de
nition of Dn excludes the contribution to the linewidth of
slight inhomogeneity ofn. This inhomogeneity of abou
65%, which is also found in pure compounds, induce
larger broadening of the low-frequency side of the line.

The average Knight shift17Kc was extracted from the
peak position as follows. We correct for the small seco
order quadrupolar shift of the central line (n1/2

(2)) assuming

FIG. 1. The 17O(2,3) NMR mainlines (I z52
1
2 ↔ 1

2 transition!
for pure YBCO7 ~dashed line! and Pr0.1:O7 ~solid line! at 300 K
~top panel! and 100 K~bottom panel! from fast repetition~50 ms!
spin-echo measurements. The downward shift of the peak pos
in the Pr0.1:O7 case is due to the loss of susceptibility characteris
of the opening of the pseudogap. The left axis position correspo
to the zero of shift. The small feature at 43 350 kHz is an artifac
the rf irradiation frequency. TheT-dependent broadening is als
apparent.
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the same values of the quadrupolar interaction as in p
YBa2Cu3O61x .14,15 For the field alongc, n1/2

(2) varies from
12.1 kHz (x51) to 10.6 kHz (x50.6) and is independent o
temperature. These corrections are not large~less than 300
ppm at the experimental field!, and are very weakly doping
dependent. Thus, although one does expect changes in
average quadrupolar interaction withy between the extreme
of y50 ~Ref. 15! andy51 ~Ref. 16!, such effects are smal
compared to theT-dependent part of the shift.

B. Calibration of 17Kc„2,3…

In order to compare the shift effect to the doping effect
changing the oxygen content in pure YBCO61x , a set of
curves was developed for 0.6<x<1 to summarize the
changes of the shift in terms of the single parameterx; see
Fig. 2. The function, based on a well-known phenomenolo
cal pseudogapT dependence,19 was of the form

17Kc~T,x!5a~x!2bT1c$12tanh2@T* ~x!/T#%, ~1!

whereT* is a measure of the pseudogap. TheT profile of the
shift varies strongly withx for x.0.85 ~Fig. 2!. The depen-
dence of the shift is weaker14,18for x,0.85. In particular, for
0.6,x,0.85, the main effect is aT-independent downward
offset of 17Kc , while for 0.45,x,0.6 there is additionally a
compression of the variation of17Kc , e.g., in the difference
between 300 K and 100 K. Thus measurement of theT pro-
file of the shift constitutes a measure of the doping level
the CuO2 planes with high sensitivity near optimal dopin
and less sensitivity at lower doping.

IV. RESULTS FOR Pr YY1ÀyBa2Cu3O7

A. Shifts: The effect on doping

For the Pry :O7 samples, the measured shifts relative
the 17O frequency in water are shown in Fig. 3 together w
the curves for oxygen-depleted pure YBa2Cu3O61x ~from
Fig. 2!. Note that the spectra are featureless and that we
not resolve specific sites such as the near neighbors~NN! of

on
c
ds
f

FIG. 2. Variation of the plane-oxygen temperature-depend
Knight shift for various dopings in YBCO61x . The fit curves are to
a function of the form Eq.~1!. Thex50.91 points are obtained from
scaling the89Y shift ~Ref. 17!. The data atx50.45 are from Ref.
18. Similar curves have been used to fit the89Y Knight shift ~Ref.
7!. The shift curve amounts to a very sensitive measurement of
average doping in the rangex50.8–1.0.
8-2
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Pr. However, such local measurements have been carrie
using the 89Y NMR of the NN sites of Pr.20 These results
lead us to anticipate that the17O NN sites of the Pr are wiped
out of the present spectra, which are thus representativ
the averagexs far from the Pr. The data from the Pr-dope
samples can be compared with curves obtained by interp
tion between those of the deoxygenated YBCO samples.
excellent fits which are obtained indicate that17Kc follows
the deoxygenated behavior quite closely. The fact the Pr
are well fit by the calibration curvesover the whole tempera
ture rangeconfirms that changes inT-independent shift con
tributions due to Pr substitution are negligible.

In both the deoxygenated and Pr-doped data, the ope
of the pseudogap is apparent in the temperature profile
17Kc . While there is no detailed theoretical understanding
the electronic structure of the doped CuO2 planes @from
which one could calculatexs(n,T)], the resemblance is s
strong~Fig. 3! that it is quite reasonable to assume a co
mon origin for the evolution of theT profiles, i.e., a reduc-
tion of n. Moreover, measurements of quite different prop
ties ~e.g., Ref. 21! also find evidence of a reduction ofn.
Henceforth, we will simply assume this is the case and p
ceed with an analysis based on the phenomenological m
of Eq. ~1!. From the fits, we can thus extract a value for t
equivalent oxygen concentrationxeq as a function of Pr con-
tent y, which is reported in Fig. 4 together with a linear fi

FIG. 4. The equivalent oxygenation as a function of Pr conc
tration y in PryY12yBa2Cu3O7.

FIG. 3. 17Kc for various Pr concentrationsy in fully oxidized
PryY12yBa2Cu3O7 together with~solid! curves for deoxygenated
YBa2Cu3O61x . The dashed curves are fits to a phenomenolog
function indexed by a single parameterxeq.
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The decrease ofTc with y is much more rapid than ex
pected from counterdoping alone. This can be seen by c
paringTc(x) for the oxygen-depleted materials withTc(x

eq)
~Fig. 5!. The difference between the two curves clea
shows that another mechanism ofTc suppression is presen
The excess reduction inTc , DTc

ex, has been extracted a
shown in Fig. 5 and is plotted as a function of Pr concent
tion in Fig. 6. The slope ofDTc

ex(y) is about 0.51 K/%.
Let us compare this result with former studies. Previo

Cu NMR measurements for Pr-substituted samples a
found underdoped behavior in both the plane copper s
and spin lattice relaxation temperature dependence.22 Also
using simultaneous Ca/Y and Pr/Y substitution a somew
larger slope ofDTc

ex(y) was inferred.1 But in both cases
there was no direct measurement of the counterdoping e
of Pr. Here the specific advantages of the17O NMR, such as
its high sensitivity and intrinsically narrow resonance, t
gether with the systematics of our study have allowed us
reach accurate quantitative conclusions.

-

l
FIG. 5. Tc as a function ofx for pure YBa2Cu3O61x ~open

points! and ofxeq for PryY12yBa2Cu3O7 ~solid points! where all the
samples are from the same source and all the values ofTc were
obtained by extrapolating the linear midtransition region of the fi
cooled ~typically B530 G) dc magnetic susceptibility (x) to the
zero ofx.

FIG. 6. Solid points: the excess reduction ofTc as defined in the
previous figure as a function of Pr concentrationy for
PryY12yBa2Cu3O7. Open points: reduction ofTc from its y50
value @59.5~1.0! K# in PryY12yBa2Cu3O6.6.
8-3
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If we extrapolate from the dilute regime of our measu
ments, the observed counterdoping effect is already suffic
to explain the metal-insulator transition aty'0.6, wherexeq

'0.4. But as the decrease ofTc is even larger than tha
obtained from the counterdoping alone, we expect a non
perconducting part of the phase diagram whose ground s
is likely an insulating magnetically disordered state, simi
to Zn substituted samples.23

B. Broadening: Magnetic effects

We can gain more insight into the effects induced by
substitution and more specifically on the origin ofDTc

ex from
the 17O linewidths Dn. The observedDn are presented in
Fig. 7 together with that of the pure system. It is appar
that there is an excess broadening related to the Pr con
tration which increases asT→0. As Pr is a paramagnetic io
with a local susceptibility possessing a CurieT21 compo-
nent, it is natural to associate the line broadening with suc
magnetic contribution. IndeedDn(T) in Pry :O7 scales ap-
proximately with the Pr susceptibility.24 To interpret this
broadening, we move now to a discussion of its origin.

The spatial distribution of local fields due to random
placed magnetic impurities is expected to give rise to
broadening of the host nuclear resonance lines which sc
with the impurity contribution to the susceptibility, typicall
a Curie law for dilute weakly interacting impurities. In con
trast, dilute nonmagneticdisorder generally produces
temperature-independent broadening due, for example,
distribution of electric field gradients.

The localmagneticfield always contains the direct dipola
field of the impurity moments, but in metallic systems t
field distribution sampled by the nuclei is usually dominat
by ~RKKY ! spin polarization of the conduction band. Let
first demonstrate that the computed dipolar fields are ne
gible compared to the measured broadening. Although
precise nature of the Pr moment is still controversial,25 its
contribution to the macroscopic susceptibility is accoun
for ~in this T range! by a'2.7mB Curie term plus a constan
In the dilute limit, the dipolar broadening may be estimate26

as

FIG. 7. The widths of the O~2,3! main lines and the width in
pure YBa2Cu3O7 ~dashed line!. y50.02 ~circles!, 0.04~diamonds!,
0.1 ~squares!, and 0.2~triangles!.
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9A3
nD^Sz&,

wheren is the volume concentration of the randomly plac
impurities,D is the dipolar coupling to the nuclei with gyro
magnetic ratiogn , i.e., D52mBgn , and^Sz& is the thermo-
dynamically averaged impurity spin polarization, propo
tional to the impurity susceptibility. Substituting the valu
for the Pr moment and the oxygen nuclei yields

Dn5
3840~kHz K!y

T
.

For 4% Pr, the variation of this width between 300 K and
K is less than 1.4 kHz, more than an order of magnitu
smaller than the observed value.27 Thus the Curie-like broad-
ening of the17O NMR must be due to an induced long-ran
spin polarization associated with a coupling of the Pr m
netic defect to the plane carriers. Such an effect is not
served for other rare earths for which a dipolar contribut
is sufficient to explain the NMR widths. We discuss in Se
VI the possible origins of this coupling.

V. RESULTS FOR PryY1ÀyBa2Cu3O6.6

The reporteddecreasein the effectiveness of Pr in reduc
ing Tc in Pry :O6.6 ~Ref. 28! suggests that the influence of P
is weaker in the underdoped region of the phase diag
than at optimal doping. In contrast, our value ofDTc /y ~0.94
K/%! is more than twice this previous report~triangles, Fig.
6! and has about the same magnitude as theTc reduction for
Pry:O7. To investigate the role of Pr substitution in th
deoxygenated samples, we studied the17O NMR in two
Pry:O6.6 samples corresponding to the highest Pr concen
tions studied at full oxygenation in the previous sectiony
50.1 and 0.2.

In the pure samples, the variation of the NMR shifts w
oxygen content is much weaker in the underdoped reg
than near optimal doping~see Fig. 2!. Only a small reduction
of the difference of17Kc between 100 and 300 K is ob
served, fromx50.65 tox50.45, so that one cannot obtain
very accurate determination of the counterdoping fro
NMR. The data for both they50.1 and 0.2 samples appe
to be simply shifted versions of that for the unsubstitutedx
50.6 sample ~Fig. 8!. This observed change in th
T-independent shift contribution appears too large to be
quadrupolar origin~see above!, especially since no such ef
fect was found in the O7 composition. It is also large relative
to the (T-independent! orbital shift, about 100 ppm in
YBCO7. Such behavior precludes a quantitative estimate
the underdoping effect since the calibration of Sec. IV B do
not apply. However, the absence of a reduction of the diff
ence of 17Kc between 100 K and 300 K with increasing P
content suggests that again counterdoping is insufficien
explain the;20 K decrease ofTc observed fory50.2.

Let us now consider the Pr-induced broadening of the17O
line, which has been linked for YBCO7 with magnetic ef-
fects associated with the Pr. This extra linewidth is qu
small for the sample withy50.1. Fory50.2 it is larger and
8-4
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increases very rapidly at lowT in the underdoped regim
~Fig. 9!, much faster than a Curie law. This is reminiscent
the situation encountered in underdoped YBCO6.6 for substi-
tution of the plane Cu by a magnetic ion, such as Ni,8 where
the rapidT variation of the width has been shown to be
consequence of theT-dependent enhanced magnetic
sponsex8(q) of the underdoped planes. There is no reas
to expect this characteristic of the underdoped planes to
altered by Pr substitution, so a detailed comparison with
case of Ni may be instructive. For Ni/plane Cu substitutio
the broadeningDn(100 K) of the plane oxygen NMR wa
found to be 3–4 times larger than near optimal doping, wh
the magnitude of the susceptibility of Ni does not chan
significantly with oxygen content. However, he
Dn(100 K) for the same concentrationy of Pr issmallerfor
Pry :O6.6 compared to Pry :O7. As for the Pr effective mo-
ment, its magnitude is not significantly modified fromx51
to x50.6 by the changes in crystalline electric field at the
site.24,29,30 Therefore the large decrease in linewidth co
pared to the Pry :O7 linewidth data indicates that the couplin
of the Pr moment to the planes is reduced in the underdo
state. We discuss this point in the next section together w
the data in the optimally doped composition.

FIG. 8. 17Kc for various Pr concentrationsy in deoxygenated
PryY12yBa2Cu3O6.6 ~points! together with curves for deoxygenate
YBa2Cu3O61x ~curves!.

FIG. 9. The widths of the O~2,3! main line and the temperatur
dependence of the width in pure YBa2Cu3O6.6 ~dashed line!. Here
y50.1 ~squares! and 0.2~triangles!.
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VI. DISCUSSION

The data presented here demonstrate unambiguously
in Pry :O7 Pr acts not only as a counterdopant~reducingn),
but also as a magnetic defect. This is reflected in the lo
range oscillatory spin polarization which gives rise to t
broadening of the plane oxygen NMR. The magnetic def
couples strongly to the CuO2 planes in YBCO7, while the
coupling apparently decreases for deoxygenated sample

The effective local magnetic moment of the Pr io
couples directly to the planes, in contrast to the moments
other rare-earth ions substituted on the Y site. Indeed
ordering temperature of the Pr moments@17 K ~Ref. 31!# in
pure nonmetallic PrBaCuO7 is much larger than the orderin
temperature of Gd in GdBaCuO7, which is a high Tc
superconductor,32 indicating stronger superexchange pat
through the planes for Pr than for Gd. Such a coupling v
for example, hybridization of Pr with its near-neighbor ox
gens as suggested by Fehrenbacher and Rice4 would also
result in a magnetic pair breaking effect.

Additionally such a hybridization should change the s
perexchange interaction between the Cu hole spins adja
to the Pr ion. Such a local perturbation in the Cu-Cu int
actions may induce an extended magnetic defect in the pl
as does any in-plane perturbation. This magnetic de
would contribute both to the induced spin polarization a
the Tc depression, similar to Zn and Ni impurities.33

We do not at this stage have enough detailed informa
regarding the local magnetic properties around the Pr im
rities to distinguish between these two contributions, as
NMR line of Fig. 1 is comprised only of distant oxyge
nuclei.

We can, however, qualitatively consider the likely evol
tion of these effects with decreasingx—that is, deoxygen-
ation. The established increase of the Pr-O~2,3! distance due
to removal of chain oxygen30,34 is compatible with a weake
effect of Pr in the underdoped regime. In particular it cou
causeboth a decrease of the exchange coupling of the
moment to the planesanda weaker induced magnetic defe
in the planes. The former may be responsible for the mo
tonic decrease of the Pr ordering temperature to about 1
asx→6 found in PrBCOx .30,31,35

Another important method of characterizing the Pr def
is through its effect on charge transport—i.e., the resid
resistivity r0. The anomalous behavior of in-plane Z
defects36 and radiation-induced disorder37 has been studied
in detail, and the correlation between the reduction inTc and
the increase inr0 has been found to depend strongly onn.
Without resorting to a microscopic formulation of the imp
rity scattering or its effect onTc , it is of interest to ask
whether the Pr defect behaves qualitatively differently to
in-plane defects.38 Until now such a comparison was no
possible as the counterdoping effect could not be separ
from the scattering. Our measurements provideDTc5DTc

ex

andn at full oxygenation, but transport data on high-qual
single crystals are lacking. Some measurements on Pry :O7
have been reported and compared to radiation damag39

However, we find thatr0 from Ref. 39 is unreasonably large
Indeed, for a 10% reduction ofTc , r0'5600 V/plane while
8-5
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for Zn it corresponds toDr0,1000 V/plane. In order to see
if this difference indicates that Pr is quite distinct from Zn,
will be necessary to confirm the reported values ofr0. Other
techniques, such as microwave and optical conductiv
which yield the impurity contribution to the carrier scatterin
rate, are also of interest in a better quantitaive analysis
DTc

ex.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, from measurements of planar17O NMR,
we are able to deduce the net hole doping in the pla
accurately in Pry :O7. Counterdoping by Pr is observed
Pry :O7, but is not sufficient to explain the reduction ofTc .
The rate of counterdoping~summarized byxeq'120.86y)
is important both as a constraint on theories of theTc sup-
pression and as a means of interpreting the results of o
experiments in which the doping level is not directly me
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sured. We suggest that the excess loss ofTc is related to
scattering of the remaining mobile holes in the CuO2 planes
by the Pr defects. This might be confirmed by obtaining
curate estimates of the residual resistivity due to Pr and
liably obtaining the correlationDTc

ex(n,Dr0). It has been
demonstrated that the Pr defect induces an in-plane mag
response which is due to the coupling of the Pr moment it
to the planes and to the local modification of superexcha
between copper holes near Pr. In Pry :O6.6, the smaller influ-
ence of the magnetic perturbation can be attributed to
increase of the Pr-O distance.
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